
• I feel that I owe you a great many apologies for my abrupt departure 

yesterday, doctor.  

 

 

               I                          feel  
      Subject        Verb 

   

 that         I           owe                you           a great     many           apologies 
    Subject                  Verb             Object               Object 
 

 for     my        abrupt           departure      yesterday    ,            doctor                 . 
  address 

  
Phrase 

Object / Noun Clause 
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• I saw in the gaslight that Holmes wore an amused smile at this brilliant 

departure of mine.  

 

 

          I           saw                 in the gaslight  
Subject   Verb      Phrase 
  

 
         that                Holmes                wore         an amused         smile  

                     Subject              Verb             Object 

 
 
          at    this        brilliant         departure              of mine                      .  

    Phrase 
          
 Phrase 

 
Object / Noun Clause     
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• Here are four cigar-ends that I picked out of the fireplace.  

 

 

        Here                   are               four             cigar-ends  
     (Dummy) Subject             Verb                         Object 

 

              that            I               picked          out of the fireplace      . 
Subject        Verb             Phrase 

 
Adjective Clause  
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• Glancing over the somewhat incoherent series of Memoirs with which I have 
endeavoured to illustrate a few of the mental peculiarities of my friend Mr. 
Sherlock Holmes, I have been struck by the difficulty which I have experienced in 
picking out examples which shall in every way answer my purpose. 

 
 
Glancing over   the somewhat     incoherent         series                  

 Object                                          
of   Memoirs       
 
with which       I              have endeavoured 

 Subject    Verb  

 
to illustrate     a few of the mental peculiarities    of my friend Mr. Sherlock Holmes    , 

Object                                                           Phrase 
                 Adjective Clause 

 
Phrase  

Phrase  
 

 
I                    have been struck                           by ………purpose               

Subject       Verb               Phrase                    
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by          the difficulty                

 
                          which                 I                       have experienced           
          Subject                  Verb 
 

               in picking out       examples  
Object 

which    shall    in every      way      answer      my purpose     . 
   Subject                        Object       

      Phrase 
 

        Verb    
                                          Adjective Clause  
Phrase                                                                                                  
 

                                                                                           Adjective Clause 
                                                                       

Phrase / Object 
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• You remember that some little time ago, when I read you the passage in 

one of Poe’s sketches, in which a close reasoner follows the unspoken 

thought of his companion, you were inclined to treat the matter as a mere 

tour de force of the author.  
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   You          remember                 
      Subject       Verb   

    
  that                       some        little           time ago       , 

Phrase 
 

  when            I                   read                  you               the passage        
                    Subject                 Verb           Object                  Object      
 

  in  one    of Poe’s sketches     ,           
in which       a close         reasoner                follows         

Subject        Verb 
 

                    the unspoken       thought         of    his      companion              , 
Object       Phrase 

     Adjective Clause  
Phrase    

Phrase 

Adverb Clause 
you       were inclined         to treat    the matter  
Subject          Verb                                                        Object   

                                                         as a mere   tour de force     of the author   .  
                         Phrase  

Phrase 
Noun Clause   
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